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Google has introduced more than a dozen messaging services spanning text, voice, and video calling. This week, the company’s efforts culminated in the general availability of Google Chat, a ...
A very brief history of every Google messaging app
Now a mainstream form of business communication, chat is here to stay as an easy and instant way to connect. But when it comes to litigation, investigations and regulatory compliance, chat presents ...
How to handle chat data in eDiscovery and investigations
Microsoft announced Windows 11 today, which includes several new features and changes. Here are the five biggest announcements related to the new operating system.
The 5 biggest announcements from Microsoft's Windows 11 event
Google announced a big change for Gmail that would turn it from a simple email app into a "single, integrated experience" where you could send email, chat, work on a Google Doc, and make video calls, ...
Google’s unified Gmail interface (and Google Chat) launches for everyone
The company will now offer its collaboration suite to consumers for free as it rolls out a variety of enhancements to better connect its productivity apps.
Google’s Workspace Chat Rooms to become collaborative ‘Spaces’
Microsoft's announcement of Windows 11 makes sense of much of its evolution of the last few years, adding polish to features and improving the whole user experience.
Windows evolves: Windows 11, and the future of Windows 10
It's opening up the Workspace offering (previously called G Suite) to all users with a Google account, meaning you no longer need to have an enterprise profile to use extra features in Drive, Meet, ...
Google's Workspace suite is now available to anyone
Google is opening up Google Workspace and its new collaborative UI to consumers who have a free Gmail account. It's also announcing the next step in its evolution, Spaces.
Google opens up Workspace to consumers, announces new Spaces chat
It’s not just fax machines that have gone the way of the dinosaur. Increased efficiency and decreased price have ...
These 7 Once-Successful Workplace Technologies Are Obsolete Today! Some May Surprise You
As India celebrated the sixth anniversary of the Smart Cities Mission on Friday Bhubaneswar bagged two more awards in the India Smart City Awards Contest IASC ...
Bhubaneswar wins two awards in smart city contest
You may not have noticed, but Microsoft Teams is slowing evolving from a Slack-like workplace chat app to a collaborative ... to manage Asana projects, or build a custom app that's specifically ...
Microsoft wants Teams to be your go-to for collaborative apps
Microsoft announced hardware and software enhancements arriving this year that promise to improve remote meetings and team collaborations for organizations.
Microsoft Touts Meetings for 'Hybrid Work' Scenarios with Coming Surface, Teams and Viva Improvements
app-driven environment but, if Slack and Teams can make it work, so can Google. In contrast to the project management apps, "living document" apps such as Notion and Coda reimagine document ...
How Google's Smart Canvas fits into the workflow tools landscape
Microsoft starts rolling out Fluid Office: the biggest update in decades. A Large-scale changes await Microsoft Office soon.
Microsoft starts rolling out Fluid Office: the biggest Office update in decades
Google’s in-house incubator Area 120 introduced a new work-tracking tool called Tables, an AirTable rival that allows for tracking projects more efficiently using automation. Today, Google says Tables ...
Google’s AirTable rival, Tables, graduates from beta test to become a Google Cloud product
During an online chat earlier this month, Liam McNeil talked about his membership in a group that participated in the Jan. 6 Capitol riot.
UMass-Lowell Can't Suspend Waltham Man With Neo-Nazi Ties
A former California police chief and five other men have been indicted on conspiracy charges in the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol ...
Ex-Police Chief, 5 Others Charged in Capitol Riot Conspiracy
Sparrow’s NICU recently began using EASE, a smartphone app, to keep parents connected and updated on their newborns’ health and progress. “It just eases the anxiety,” Kasey Wheeler said. Dax was born ...
Sparrow rolls out smartphone app to keep newborns, parents connected
According to a press release, "now, all of the company’s three billion-plus existing users across consumer, enterprise, and education have access to the full Google Workspace experience." You'll have ...
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